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Fig. 1. — Routes travelled in summer, 1957-1969 to study breeding distribution of the birds of
Illinois. The encircled areas were special study areas where daily censuses of migrants and nesting
populations of birds were carried out, 1967-1970.
ILLINOIS BIRDS: Mimidae
Richard R. Graber, Jean W. Graber, and Ethelyn L. Kirk
IT MAY SEEM SURPRISING to many peoijlc that
Illinois is still \cry poorly explored ornithologically,
especially in any quantitative sense. In tenns of real
understanding of what bird jjopulations are, or of what
they do, the study of Illinois birds is little advanced from
what it \vas a centui")' ago.
The accelerating changes in the land, which began
even before young Robert Ridgway started his studies of
Illinois birds in the 1860's, have brought us to a poten-
tially precarious ecological state. As a species, man is
crowding other living things out of existence w^ithout
knowing ^^hether or to \vhat extent he is dependent upon
them. Now, increasingly, we need knowledge that there
is little time to acquire. We need more than just a list
of the state's various natural resources. We need the
answers to a great many questions— questions on the
distribution of populations, their reproductive potential
and food habits, their energy and habitat requirements,
their migration routes, and ultimately their ecological
relationship to e\ery other part of the environment. The
answers will come, if at all, only through the efforts of
a large number of dedicated students, bird students of all
ages, throughout the state.
The series of papers on Illinois birds, of which this is
the first, hopefully will pro\ide a foundation for the work
of those students. The papers will attempt to summarize
what has been recorded about Illinois birds. The series,
when complete, will include information on all of the
species known to occur in Illinois, past and ]3resent. The
papers are based primarily on ( 1 ) a compilation of data
from published literature, (2) the authors' field notes and
those of Benjamin T. Gault, and (3) specimens in the
scientific collections of the Natural Histon- Sui-\ey and the
Chicago Museum of Natural History.
Unless otherwise stated, our discussions of the \arious
species of birds refer only to the species in Illinois. To
keep the work within some reasonable bounds, we ha\e
essentially ignored literature and data other than that for
Illinois. Even a complete summary of the Illinois litera-
ture is not entirely practicable. On just the family Mimi-
dae, for example, we have about 1,500 references. To
summarize information from so many sources we adopted
a policy of emphasizing those data which could be readily
quantified, and have put as much of the information as
we could into figures and graphs. The graphs on the an-
nual cycle are based on the literature for the extremes of
migration and nesting dates, and on our own field work,
especially daily counts made mainly by R. R. Graber in
six special study areas (Fig. 1) during 1967, 1968, 1969,
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and 1971). In each area counts were made along a care-
fully .silcdcd route varying in length from 80 to 105
miles in different regions. The routes were chosen to
provide the maximum counts for the greatest number of
species. De|)ending jjriniarily on the numbers of birds
seen, a route usually required 8-12 hours to cover. Each
day, 4-6 hours were spent on woody habitats, 1-2 hours
on open fields, 1 on aquatic habitats, and the rest on
roadside habitats (dri\ing). In making migration cen-
suses, it was not our goal to obtain the maxinnim count
])ossible for a particular species, but to get a rcjJifsenta-
tive count for each species in relation to all the rest.
We were interested in daily and .s<'a.sonal variation in
the numbers of all species.
Obviously our 1-year studies in clilTerent regions of
the state cannot truly i<])iesent either the whole state or
any sizable pari of it. These studies were intended only
as comparative reference points for other workers. It is
our hope that, over the years, other students will make
quantitative studies in every county in the state. Par-
ticularly needed are data on the variations of ]jn])ulations
from year to year in the same area, following the fine
example of Dr. S. C. Kendeigh and his students in east-
central Illinois.
The figures showing seasonal variation in egg laying
are based on oiu" repeated searches of the same areas
throughout the breeding season.
We have prepared Illinois distribution ma]3S for all of
the native species, e\en those which we sus])ect nest in
ever)' township of Illinois. We adopted this policy
especially to encourage students to fill in the gaps. It is
a mistake to make assumptions about any phase of the
biology of a population. Distribution patterns arc not
static, especially in this time of accelerating habitat de-
struction, and as yet we do not truly know the distribution
of any sijecies in Illinois. Ho])efully, students throughout
the state will be encouraged to undertake county-wide or
townshi]) studies to work out both the geogra])hic and
ecological distribution of each species in great detail.
Only from the vantage point which such detailetl studies
])rovide can we see how populations and distributions
change. The maps are based on our own field work, and
on the literature when the published record included
precise details on date and locality. Our references to
regions of the state— north, central and south — follow
Smiths Pannalec (1955).
In drawing up the North .Vmcrican distribution maps,
we have tried to be conser\ative. drawing limits at ])oiiUs
where the species was of fairly regular oc( urrence. There
are altogether too few recent faunistic ])a))ers from which
to work out the broad ilistribution of eat h species, and for
some regions our judgments as to the ])atterns of distriliu-
tion were based on old literature. The maps arc based
on the American Ornithologists' Union Ch<H'k-list of
Xortli American Birds (1957), and more than a hinulicil
regional faunistic works.
Nomendatme for birds follows the A.O.U. Check-
list imless othenvise stated. For plant names we ha\c fol-
lowed three references. Jones (1963). Fernald (1950),
and Rehder (1947). For insect nomenclature, we ha\e
followed primarily Rorror & DeLong (1964).
Except for the classic studies of Forbes (1879, 1880.
and 1883), their would be almost no information on the
foods of most Illinois birds. Though old, the studies arc
valuable especially for comparative pmposes. For the
many students who do not have access to the Forbes
papers, we ha\e summarized .some of his data, usually in
graphic fonu.
We have <ii,scus.seil subspecilic populations and other
specimen-related data only for those s]}ecies for which we
have sizable series of recent specimens, i.e., specimens
collected within the past 5-10 years. Thus, in the Mimi-
dae, we have presented no specimen data for either the
brown thrasher or mockingbird, because the numlicr of
recent Illinois specimens in existence is too small. In liic
case of the catbird, the television tower kills have pro\ idcd
us with an excellent series of s])ecimens in fresh fall plum-
age, and we have discu.ssed variation in this s])ecies. The
state research collection at the Natural History Survey
in Urbana continues to grow, and in time we hope to
present specimen data for most of the Illinois species.
In our studies in \arious parts of the state, we have come
to realize how extivmely variable are the problems which
bird jiopulations face from place to ])lace. Not only do
these problems \ar\- from northern to southern Illinois,
but they may differ greatly even in adjacent counties.
This heterogeneity of populations and their ])rohlems
may be the most important single fact we can tell other
students about the birds of Illinois, and we will ne\cr
imderstand how po])ulations survive without massive de-
tailed information on this variability.
In this report it was not feasible to cite all, or even
most, of the papers that presented data (e.g. arrival or
departure dates) for a given species. By that procedure
the text would have been an almost endless list of refer-
ences, with the manuscript prohibitively long. Generally,
we have not included data from newspapers.
For quick references on the Illinois avifauna the use-
ful distributional checklist by Smith & Parmalee (1955),
birds of the Chicago region by Ford (1956) , Chicagoland
birds by Smith & Beecher (1958), and the checklist for
southern Illinois by George (1968) are available in many
libraries.
Unless otherwise stated, the photographs were made
in Illinois by the authors, and represent wild birds.
Many people helped us in one way or another with
this project, and most of them will be referred to under
the species accounts. Here we wish to acknowledge some
who helped in special ways, as in the use of scientific
collections and other research facilities. We are very
grateful to Paul \V. Parmalee, Milton D. Thompson, and
John I'.ml of the Illinois State Museum, Emmet R. Blake
and Melvin A. Iravlor of the Chicago Museum of Nat-
ural History, Philip S. Hinnphrev and Alexander Wet-
more of the U.S. National Museum, William George and
John D. Parsons of .Southern Illinois University, Donald
F. Hofl'meister of the University of Illinois, and John
Wanamaker of Principia College.
To the Directors and stafi' of the Illinois Dc]3artnuMU
of Consei-vation we are grateful for the use of the Depart-
ment's facilities in various parts of the state. We are also
verv indebted to John E. Warnock and Emory Carson of
Western Illinois University for the use of facilities at the
Alice Kihbe Field Station.
Robert W. Guth of Eureka, Illinois, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry ,Shaw of Sterling and John Schwegman of the Illi-
nois Nature Preserves Commission made especially im-
portant contributions of data to the work. T. E. Mussel-
man of Quincy and Lee Bush of Cambria gave very
valuable advice on the ]iroject in its earliest ]jlanning
stages. Raljih M. Eiseman hel]jed with the bibliography.
Richard A. Anderson of St. Louis, Missouri, Karl E.
Bartel of Blue Island, Illinois, Charles T. Clark of Des
Plaines, Marion Clow of Lake Forest, Harold Fetter of
Chicago, Lan-y L. Hood of Carbondale, Lee G. Johnson
of Rockford, Mr. and Mrs. C. Turner Nearing of Dc-
cntur, Philip Norton of Urbana, Peter C. Peterson of
Daven|3ort, Iowa, Robert P. Russell of Wilmette, Robert
J. Trial of Aledo, and Sarah S. Vasse of Brussels all made
valuable (()iitril)utions of data on many species.
A nuTiihci (if oiu- colleagues at the Natural History
Sur\ey have helped with the project immensely. We
would especially like to acknowledge Glen C. Sanderson
and Thomas G. Scott for their supi)ort, cncoiuagement,
and advice on all phases of the study; Frank C. Bellrose,
William C, Starrett, Charles F. Thoits III, Jack A. Ellis,
.Steven L. Wunderle, Phili]3 W. Smith, and Marvin K.
Braasch for valuable contributions of ideas and data: and
Milton W. Sanderson and Robert A. Evers for identifying
insect and ])lant species. James W. Seets prepared most
of the scientific specimens. We are also much indebted
to Ruth Warrick and Doris F. Dodds for their patient
help with countless bibliographic and library problems,
and to Carolyn S. Evers, Eleanore Wilson, Norma J.
Hubbard, Dorothy M. Diehl, Linda J. Raisler, Hilda
Wiesenmeyer, Renata Coates, Darlene Cacioppo, Judy
Wildman, and Maxine Phillips, all of whom heli)ed with
many phases of the project including the accjuisition of
equipment, cataloging of scientific sjjecimens, and ty])ing
of field notes and manuscri])ts.
O. F. Glissendorf provided \aluable suggestions
throughout the planning of the publications, and edited
the final manuscript. Richard Sheets prepared the final
line drawings, and Wilmer Zelir, the (iiial plmtogiapliir
prints.
To Edythe J. Kirk of the University of Illinois Library
we owe a special debt of gratitude for her kind encourage-
ment and support iti publishing the work.
MOCKINGBIRD (Mimus polyglottos)
lFig-5)
Spring Migration
The Illinois literature is almost devoid of direct refer-
ences to migrations of the mockingbird. The only clue
available as to the nature of the migration was provided
b\- a specimen killed \vith a group of night migrants at a
television tower in Champaign County May 7, 1956
(Brewer & Ellis 1958). As indirect evidence of the mock-
ingbirds migration there are the many records of mock-
ers appearing in northern Illinois in late April (especially
after April 17) and May (Clark & Nice 1950, Coursen
1947, Ford 1956, and others)
.
The spring migration is somewhat obscured by the
presence of mockingbirds in \vinter in many parts of the
state, but even in southern Illinois our censuses showed
the mockingbird population fluctuating seasonally in a
pattern that suggested migration (Fig. 2). Both in south-
ern and central Illinois the highest spring counts were in
April. The distribution of sightings of mockingbirds re-
ported in the literature for northern Illinois and our cen-
sus data for the central and south indicate a timetable for
the mocker similar to that of the brown thrasher.
Distribution
The general distiibution of the mockingbird is shown
in Fig. 3. In recent years mockers have been reported in
winter throughout much of the breeding range, and with
increasing frequency, even north of the main breeding
range (Andrews 1967). There are recent nesting records
in the northern tier of Illinois counties but there are still
no published nesting records for most of the counties, even
in southern Illinois (Fig. 4). At least as early as 1933
a mockingbird nest was reported north of the Illinois line
in Wisconsin (Van Sickle 1942), yet even today the mock-
ingbird population is sparse north of the central zone.
Ridgway (1889) and Ferry (1907) pointed out that the
distribution of the mocker was irregular. Population
densities of mockingbirds are still highly variable from
place to place. For example, mocker populations are
notably higher in southeastern Illinois than in the south-
west.
Even before the turn of the century, it was recognized
that the mockingbird was extending its Illinois range
northward (Forbes 1880). A number of observers have
]3rovided important reference points on the piogression
of the range extension (Fig. 4). Silloway (1902) found
mockingbirds nesting only "sparingly" in northern Ma-
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Fig. 2. — Nesting and migration seasons of the mockingbird in different regions of the state (see Fig. 1). Spring and fall graph
, .ines show the highest daily counts of each 3 days (left hand scale). The lines arc interrupted where data have not been col-
! lected. Shaded block indicates length of the nesting season and level of adult nesting population. F,gg-laying graph hue (right
I
hand scale) is based on repeated searches of roadside habitat throughout the nesting season.
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Fig. 3.— General distribution of the mockingbird. The outlined range may include large sections in which populations of the
species are thin or even absent, because of the nature of the terrain and paucity of suitable habitat.
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Fig. 4. — Breeding records for the mockingbird in Illinois.
"Singing male" records are for June only. The dates represent
early records of the species for the locality.
coupiii County in 1881. In Adams County, Musselman
(1938) noted that mockers were of irregular occurrence
prior to 1933, but following a mild winter in 1936 the
species was common in the 1937 nesting season. Bush
(1934-1935) also noted an increase in the southern part
of the state after 1933. In Champaign County, Smith
(1923) found mockingbirds well established as permanent
residents by 1923. Even earlier, Mundt (1883) found
nests each year, and reported the mocker population in-
creasing in Livingston County (Fig. 4). Prior to 1893
Murchison (1893) found the mockingbird common in
Vermilion County but noted that the species was then
becoming scarce.
Nesting Habitats and Populations
Like the thrasher, the mockingiiird has much more
tolerance of open field habitats than does the catbird.
Vestal (1913) found more mockingbirds than thrashers
in the sand prairie areas of Mason County, and Holland
(personal communication) also suggested that mocking-
birds have an affinity for sand areas in western Illinois.
Yet, a fairly wide tolerance of soils is indicated by the
species' presence on the black soils of the eastern part of
the state and the red soils of southern Illinois.
Except for the statewide strip censuses (Graber &
Graber 1963), there are almost no published measure-
ments of mockingbird nesting popidations in Illinois, and
other t; pes of censuses are needed.
The mockingbird faces much the same kinds of
habitat problems as the thrasher. Forest, even forest edge
and modified forest habitat, such as in old residential
areas, is of even less value to the mocker than to the
thrasher. Edge habitats in open country are the most
favored by both species, and these are the habitats in
greatest peril. In general, woody edge plantings in fann-
lands are rapidly being destroyed, and the mockingbird
does not have a habitat reservoir in central and northern
Illinois that is not declining in acreage. A possible ex-
ception is new residential habitat, but its value to a
mocker is unknown. We have noticed that farmsteads
are a favorite nesting habitat for the mocker in the south,
but abandoned farms much less so, as if the presence of
humans was iinportant to the bird in this situation.
Our list of plants used by mockers for nesting (Table
1 ) represents principally southern Illinois and is surely
incomplete even for that region. Our records represent
mainly roadside nestings, and a more random study
would be of great interest. Our data probably also mini-
mize the importance of multiflora rose (Rosa niultiflora),
because we had difficulty finding nests in this plant. In
central Illinois Hess (unpublished notes) found osage
orange (Madura pomifera) to be the favorite nest plant,
and in more recent years, multiflora rose has been used.
There are no data on nest plants in the north.
We have no information on territory size of the mock-
ingbird. The closest we have found contemporaneous ac-
tive nests along roadsides was 275 feet, a much wider
spacing than shown by catbiids in similar habitat.
Table 1. — Plants used by mockingbirds as ne.st sites in
.southern Illinois.
Percent
Species of Total
(77 Nests)
Red cedar (Juniperus virginiana) 48
Osage orange (Madura pomifera) 9
Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonicaj 8
Sassafras (Sassafras albidum) 7
Multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora) 5
Grape (Vitis sp. j 3
Catalpa (Calalpa sp.J 3
Greenbrier (Smilax sp.j 3
Trumpet-creeper (Campsis radicans) 3
Mulberry ( Morus sp.j 3
Snowberry (Symphoricarpos sp.j 1
Plum (Prunus sp.j 1
Hackberry (Celtis sp.j 1
Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia) 1
.\sli (Fraxinus sp.j 1
Red maple (Acer rubrum) 1
Kim (Ulmus sp.j 1
Linden ( Tilia americana) 1
Fig. 5 {two photos). — .Above, mockingbird carrying food to a nrst of young. Right, same bird, apprnarhing nest .silt- in a small
red cedar tree.
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Nesting Cycle
Rukwax il918, 1923) reported that mockingbirds
lOiild be heard singing throughout the winter in Rich-
land County, e\en \\hen the teniperatiue was near zero.
In Pope Count)- we have noticed relatively little singing
in winter, but a definite increase in song just before mid-
March, a more pronounced increase in mid-April, and in
fall a resurgence of song in early October. Though the
mocker's talents are well known, little has been recorded
about the \ocalizations in Illinois. At .\lcdo. Greer
( 1919) heard a mocker mime 22 species of birds in an
hour. The alarm note that \\e heard most often around
nests was a sharp, staccato, crackling sound, similar in
character to notes uttered in agitation by both catbirds
and thrashei-s. Freeman (1950) has described the mock-
ingbird's curious habit of periodically jumping 3 feet or
so in the air from a perch, then landing at the same spot
again. We have also seen mockers "wing-flashing," but
have no data on the seasonal periodicity or function of
either of these performanro.
The nesting season of the mockingbird in southern
Illinois lasts at least from March 24 (our earliest record of
nest-building) to September 1 (our latest record of young
fledged). Further study will probably show the season to
be longer at both extremes, but most of the nesting surely
falls in this period (Fig. 2). On our study area in 1967,
most of the egg production occurred between April 8 and
June 20 (Fig. 2), a much longer season than that of the
thrasher in the same area. The egg-laying curve for the
mockingbird has several peaks, and the species may be
double brooded, but there was a high incidence of nest
failures (see below), and banding studies are essential
to learn the number of broods reared. The few nesting
records available for central Illinois indicate the duration
of the nesting season there to be from at least May 1 to
August 23.
Data from a number of nests in southern Illinois show
that one nesting cycle may take 33-36 days. Nest-building
at one early nest required 7 days; laying, to the onset of
inciibalidii, took 3 da\s: and incubation time was 13
Fig. 6. — Mockingbird nest not in situ) with eggs, about life size. The eggs, usuaii
blue, blotched with reddish brown. These two eggs were chosen to show pigment varation.
Iten pale green or greenish
10
days. The development of young to fledging took another
13 days. Nest-building may generally take less time later
in the season; we found several early nests that looked
complete but remained empty 3—^ days before laying
began.
In southern Illinois, plant species used for nesting were
about the same as those used by thrashers ( Table 1 ) . The
height of mockingbird nests varied with the season, the
average being just under 5 feet in April and May (28
nests), and nearly 7 feet in June, July, and August (32
nests) . We have no explanation for the change. No
instances of ground nesting have been reported for this
species.
Clutch size in 52 nests in southern Illinois averaged
3.8 eggs, with clutch distribution as follows: 6 eggs, 2
percent ; 5 eggs, 6 percent ; 4 eggs, 59 percent ; and 3 eggs,
33 percent. There was little decline in clutch size from
April to July, in marked contrast to the nests of both
catbirds and thrashers. The majority of mockingbird
nests in central Illinois also had 4-egg clutches. (For
more information on eggs, see Fig. 6.)
Cowbird (Molothrus ater) parasitism of mockingbirds
has not been recorded in Illinois.
Mockingbirds had the poorest nesting success of the
three mimids. In April-May only 9 percent of the eggs
laid survived to produce fledglings (Table 2). On the
basis of largely circumstantial evidence, we suspect that
much of this mortality came from black rat snakes
(Elaphe obsoleta). We saw this predator near nests
often, but rarely saw the actual predation. Mockers often
attacked the snakes, pecking them vigorously, but with
little apparent effect. The mockingbird's nesting efforts
were more successful later in the season (Table 2), and
most of the production of young came in July and August.
More years of study and larger samples of data are needed
to see if this is a consistent pattern. Thrashers nesting
in the same area as mockingbirds had better nesting suc-
cess early in the season. Mockingbird nests were generally
more conspicuous than those of the thrasher, and the
mocker population may have served as a cushion for nest-
ing thrashers by absorbing the brunt of the predation.
The rate of infertility, i.e., no embryonic development,
was only 2 percent in the mockingbird population we
studied, but one form of mortality more apparent in the
mocker than the other mimids was the death of half-
grown nestlings from unknown causes, but possibly cold
and exposure. Such deaths accounted for 6 percent of all
Table 2.— Nesting success of mockingbirds in southern
Illinois."
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Fig. 7. — Winter records for the mockingbird in Illinois.
The figures represent the long-term avera.ge of the numlwr of
mockers seen per party hour on the .Audubon Christmas counts
at localities with a long histor)- of counts.
County, which had a notably high population in Ridg-
way's (1889) time, has a consistently high winter count
to this day. and in ccntial Illinois the counts in the De-
catin- area are consistently higher than the Springfield and
Uibana coinits (Fig. 7). The Christmas count data give
us a relative impression of the ]5opulations. The only
measurements of the \vinter population in more absolute
terms are those of Shaw and Stinc ( 195.')), Shaw (1961),
and AxeLson, et al. (196.'j), and the statewide strip
censuses.
The habitats used by mockingbirds seem much the
same in summer and winter with high densities in edge
shrub habitat both seasons. There is little utilization of
forest edge in winter, and virtually none in summer, but
pastures and fallow fields are important to the bird in
both seasons. The importance of residcirtial habitat to
the mockingbird in winter is unknown. Many writers
have commented on the relationship of mockingbirds to
multiflora rose in winter (Fig. 9), and the presence of
these rose hedges may have a definite bearing on the re-
cent extension of the winter range in the North (Emery
& Woodruff 1968). Ro.se hips are thought to be an im-
portant winter food.
The only observation relating to homing phenomenon
in the mocker is that of Dyke (1956) who recorded a
mockingbird (recognizable because of its crippled foot)
at Princeton for at least four consecutive winters. This
also constitutes the only longevity record for the species
in Illinois.
Mockingbirds ha\i' been attracted to feeders in all
parts of the state. They are es])ecially attracted to suet
and peanut butter, but also to asparagus berries, apples,
and the fruits of bittersweet (Schantz 1922, Campbell
1953, and Smith 192.'5). In southern Illinois Ridgway
(1918) noted that mockers were fond of raisins.
1.60 n
1
1945
Fig. 8. — Annual variation in the number of mockingbirds seen per party hour on the Audulxm Chnstii
and central Illinois. The straight horizontal line represents the long-term average for the region.
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Mnrking})ird in winter plumage, resting in a niultiflora rose hedge
Food Habits
Forbes ( 1880} examined only two specimens of mock-
ingbirds in his food habits studies and little has been done
on the subject since. His specimens were taken near
Bloomington, at least one of them in August. Sixty per-
cent of the stomach contents consisted of Orthoptera.
Other observers have recorded orthopterans, notably
grasshoppers, in the mocker's diet (Vestal 1913, and
Vanderrook 1923). Much of the foraging is done on the
ground, and Vandercook (1923) observed a mocker tak-
ing insects under garden mulch in Februai7. Besides rose
hips and the foods taken at feeders in winter (see above),
mockingbirds take other kinds of fruit. In southern Illi-
nois Steagall (1922) and Vandercook (1923) noted that
persimmons (Diospyros virginiana) and hackberries (Cel-
tis sp.) \\ere important to the mocker. Also in southern
Illinois, Ridgvvay (1929) found mockers feeding on the
fruit of holly (Ilex decidua), and hawthorn (Crataegus
viridis). In central Illinois Musselman (1939) saw mock-
ingbirds feed on bittersweet (Celastrus scandens) berries
during the cold weather, until waxwings decimated the
supply. A mocker weathered the winter near Wilmette
eating frozen apples still on a tree (Schaub 1942), and
at Glen Ellyn a bird fed on the fruit of yew ( Taxus sjj.,
Stofer 1944). There are no real quantitati\e data on the
food habits at any season, and none on the food of the
young.
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,-J%u"' —.'^''"^'^' distribution of the catbird. There are few breeding or winter records south and east of the dash lines inL.b_ Ihe outlined range may include large areas in which populations of the species are thin or even absent because of the na
ot the terrain and paucity of suitable habitat.
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Fig. 11. — Catbird in fresh fall plumage. The pokcbcrrics were tied to the branch as bait for the bird.
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Fig. 13. — Breeding records f<ir the (atl)ird in Illinois.
ant of man, and there is an interesting \ariation from
north to south in the use of urban residential habitat by
catbirds (Table 3). In the north this habitat is relatively
little used and in tiie south it is the most important
habitat. The catbird, thus, has at least one expanding
habitat.
The catbird is also a forest-edge species (Kendeigh
1944). In Piatt C^ounty. VVeise (1951) found no catbirds
nesting in fioodplain or upland forest, but two to three
pairs per 100 acres in forest edge. In Mason County,
Gates (1911) considered the catbird a dominant species
of hydrophytic thickets, and of secondary importance in
hedges, orchards, and bottomland woods. Nehrling
(1880) also felt that the catbird favored wet areas, and
Beecher (1937), Robertson (1944), and others have re-
corded the species nesting in notably wet habitats. In
southern Illinois especially we have found catbird nesting
population to be highest in swampy situations.
We have summarized the available data on plant
species used for nesting by catbirds (Table 4). They use
thorny plants for nest sites, but not to the extent that
thrashers do. In northern and central Illinois, grape
(Vitis sp.) is much used by catbirds, not only for nest
placement, but in nest construction. Barnes (unpublished
notes) noted that a very high percentage of catbird nests
contained sizable amoimts of grape bark.
The only information on the size of a catbird's terri-
tory in the state is from southern Illinois, where Brewer
(1955) recorded the area of activity of two nesting pairs
to range from 0.16 to 0.36 acre. This is much smaller
than the territories of brown thrashers in central Illinois
(1.6+ acres, Hensley 1948). Oiu' data also indicate small
territories for catbirds: we have found atti\e nests (with
eggs; onl\ 48 fret apart in a southt-rn Illinois thicket.
Nesting Cycle
Ridgway ( 1925) , Schantz ( 1931 ) , and otiiers believed
that catbirds returned to the same nesting territoi7 year
after year. Banding records presented by Bartel (1935),
Lincoln (1927), and Jurica, et al. (1959) tend to support
this view, as catbirds banded in May and June were re-
covered in successive years at the places of banding. Bartel
(1942) also banded a young catbird and recovered it the
next year in the same area.
Like the thrasher, the catbird arrives singing in spring.
Of the song, Ridgway (1889: 108) reported that the song
is conspicuous, sometimes brilliant, but in his jjerformance
there is too much deliberation, and the general effect is
that he is merely i)racticing. The catbird's whisper song
is especially soft (Schafer 1916). Catbirds mimie some
sounds (Ridgway 1889:108), and also, like the mocker,
sing at night (Farwell 1919, Musselinan 1932). Singing
drops ofT sharply after June, and during July and August
songs are often subdued and incomplete with few birds
singing. The cat call that gives the bird its name is heard
increasingly later in the nesting season, along with an
alarm note which we translate as a "chwurk."
The nesting season, from the beginning of nest-build-
ing to the fledging of the last young lasts from about April
28 to .September 2 in southern Illinois, and from May 7
to August 24 in the north (Fig. 12).
One nesting cycle, from nest-building through fledging
of young, took 29 days at Wilmelte, Illinois (Davis 1942),
but most nestings probably take slightly longer. We have
known nests to remain empty 5 and 6 days before re-
ceiving the first egg, and have recorded incubation ]3eriods
of 12-13 days for several clutches. Young usually fledged
in 11-12 days. Davis (1942) felt that incubation was
carried nut exclusively by the female, setting about 20
minutes and taking off 5. He also re]3orted that both sexes
fed the young.
Data on the jjlants used for nest sites are summarized
in Table 4. Most catbird nests are found at heights be-
tween 4 and 8 feet. Our sample of 85 nests from northern
Illinois averaged 5.5 feet in height. Nests further south
were higher, on the average— 6 feet in central Illinois
(26 nests), and nearly 8 feet in the south (21 nests). We
have no explanation for this trend. By comparison with
the thrasher, catbirds place their nests high. A catbird
nest located about .50 feet high in an elm in Peoria County
(Loucks, unpublished note) was probably exceptional.
We have found no record of a ground nest for this species.
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Table 3.— Breeding populations of catbirds in various Illinois habitats.
Birds Per
100 Acres"
Type of
Census
Region or
County
Edge shrubbery
Early shrub
Late shrub
Block shrub areas
Orchard
Second growth or cut-over woods
Virgin floodplain forest
Grazed bottomland
Forest (all types including edge)
Forest edge
Modified woodland
Parkland estates
Residential areas
Swampy prairie
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Table 4. — Plants used by catbirds as nest sites. Tabi.f 5. — Clutcli si/es of cntliiid'i in nnrllioni and cen-
tral Illinois.
Species
Percent of Total Nests
North Central South
(121 Nests) C31 Nests) (27 Nests)
Grape I I'itis sp.) 21
Dogwood I Cornus racemosa), C.
rugosa and C. sp 17
Sassafras I Sassafras albidum)
Hawthorn ( Crataegus sp. ) 7
Virginia creeper {Parlhenocissus
quinquejolia) 5
Elm ( L'lmus sp.) '
Gooseberry ( Rihrs sp.
)
12
Crabapple and apple '.l/a/uisp.
)
1
Multiflora rose ( Rosa multiflora
)
+ Rosa sp •'
Osage orange ( Madura pomifera ). . 1
Willow (Salixsp.) 2
Red cedar (Juniperus firginiana) . . 2
Black locust I Robinia pseudoacacta) 1
Plum ' Prunus sp.^
Box-elder (Acer negundo) 2
Oak ( Quercus sp. ) 1
.Sumac ( Rhus sp.) 1
Bramble / Rubus sp. ) ">
.\sh ( Fraxinus sp.) 1
Honeysuckle I Lonicera sp.)
.
4
Mulberry I Morus sp.) 4
River birch I Betula nigra I
Lilac I Syringa sp. )
Golden-bell ( Forsylhia sp. )
YAdevheTTW iSambucus canadensis) . . 2
Norway spruce ( Picea abtes )
.
1
Hazel ( Corylus americana i 1
Spirea (Spiraea sp.J 1
Yew (Taxus sp.^l 1
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Fig. 14. — Catbird nest (not in situ) with eggs, slightly smaller than life size. The eggs, usually 3 or 4, are solid
green.
ored, rich blue-
Among the wild fruits, elderberries (Sambucus cana-
densis) were particularly favored in September but we
have seen catbirds feeding heavily on black cherries
(Primus serotina) also, and, in baiting birds to photo-
graph (Fig. 11), we found that catbirds showed a pref-
erence for pokeweed fruit (Phytolacca americana)
even over elderberries. Cultivated fruits were also much
used, especially raspberries, blackberries, and cherries.
Kinney (1868) called the catbird "the most worthless
bird . . . ; eats most kinds of fruit and mutilates more
than it eats, especially grapes."
Recently in northeastern Illinois Young (1968) ob-
served catbirds preying on newly emerged adult dragon-
Hies (Odonata) . These insects seemed to be an important
Table 6.— Fledging success of catbirds* (computed by exposure-day method, Mayfield 1961]
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depressed the next year, perhaps reflecting the reduced
food supply following the insecticide application.
Specimen Data
In our series of 58 catbird specimens (Table 7)
saved from television tower kills in central Illinois in
September and October during the past 4 years, there are
two distinct color types showing little or no gradation.
Both types are represented in all age and sex classes.
One type, presumably representing the nominate race, is
darker with \ery dark bay (rissum. The other form is
decidedly pale, especially on the belly and crissurn, the
crissum being rufous brown.
In all respects the paler birds show the characters of
the western race, ruficrv^sa (Aldrich 1946, Phillips, et al.
1964), and we are tentatively considering them as that
form. There are se\eral reasons for caution in accepting
the identification. The greatest diawback is the ]jaucity
of recent comparative material in fresh fall plumage.
Except for our own series, most of the catbird specimens
we have seen are so old as to be almost worthless for color
comparisons. We are also concerned by the high propor-
tion (nearly 50 percent) of ruficrissa in our collection.
Is there, in fact, such a notable migration of western
birds through east-central Illinois? On the other hand
Aldrich (1946) included the West Indies in the winter
range of ruficrissa, in which case Illinois can very well be
on the migration route. Also, Phillijjs, et al. (1964) noted
that the ruficrissa population migrates eastward, and we
now believe that many western catbirds do migrate
through Illinois.
Students in other parts of the state can also shed more
light on the problem by preserving large series of speci-
mens from local tower kills. Comparative series from
southern and northern Illinois should prove particularly
interesting.
T.-^BLE 7. — Weights and measurements of fall (September-October) catbird specimens killed in east-central Illinois.
Age and Sex Number of Gross Weight (grams) Wing Length (mm) Tail Length (mm) Culmen from Nares (mm)
.Specimens Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean
Adult male
Fig. 18.— General distribution of the brown thrasher. The outlined range may include large sections in which populations of
the species are thin or even absent because of the nature of the terrain, and paucity of suitable habitat.
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Fig. 19. — Brown thrasher in slightly worn breeding plumage. The liird is near its nest.
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BROWN THRASHER (Toxostoma rufum)
[h'iu,. 18 and 19;
Spring Migration
The onset of the tluashi-rs sjjiiiit; iniyiatioii is soiuc-
wliat obscured because of die thin wiutei ])o]jnlatioii. and
ihe paucity of birds involved in tlie carHest fli(<hts (Fig.
20). This early influx, which reaches southern and cen-
iral Illinois in late February or early March and northern
Illinois in late March, may be a difTerent phenomenon
than the larger migrations that start 2 weeks to a month
liter. At least the later migrations are probably noclvnnal.
One specimen \vas recovered with other night migrants
on the night of May 6-7 by Brewer & Ellis (1958).
The most frequently mentioned arrival dates for
southern Illinois are March 21 27 (Ridgway 1889, Cooke
1888). Our census data indicated major movements of
thrashers from March 26 through most of Apiil and May
with peak numbers in late April and early May (Fig. 20)
.
Thrasher arrivals in central Illinois have been noted
especially from March 23 to April 1, and there were
marked waves from April 1 to 13 (Hess 1910. Smith 1930.
and others). The 1969 census data indicated relati\ely
large migrations throughout April and May with peak
nuinbers in late April. The highest counts were obtained
in the western study area along the Illinois River valley.
March records of thrashers in northern Illinois are
unusual, and the most frec|uent arrival dates mentioned
are April 10-17 (Abbott, et al. 1933, Kerber 1923, Gaull
1901, and others), with the ]3eak numbers following
quickly in late April (Fig. 20).
There was relatively little dillerencc in the timing
of the peaks of the thrasher migration in southern, cen-
tral, and northern Illinois. A noteworthy difference,
however, is that in southern Illinois thrashers of the local
breeding population established nests before the peak in
migration, while in central and northern Illinois most
nests were established after the peak (Fig. 20). This
lends credence to the idea that the peak counts actually
represent the passing of transients, i.e., birds enroute to
|)laces farther north. We have only one banding reco\ery
lo indicate vvhere transient thrashers are headed in the
s])ring. A bird banded at l^rhana. AprU 22. 196.'). was
reccnered the following Apiil due n<'illi in eastern Wis-
consin (Fig. 26).
Distribution
'I'lie gcncial <listi ilmlinii of llie blown lluasher is
shown in Fig. IH. '1 lu- tlnaslui piobabK iirsts in every
Fi.^. 20. - Ncslini; and mimalicni seasons nf llu- 1>!ovmi
thrasher in difTerent losicms i)f the state (sec Imh. 1). Sprini;
and fall srajjh lines show the hi.nhcst daily counts of each 2
days (left hand scale). The lines are interrupted where data
have n:)t been collected. Shaded hlock indicates length of the
nesting season and level of adult nesting population. Circle
points represent censuses in the Illinois valley: solid points
represent east-central Illinois. Egg-laying graph line (right hand
scale) is hascd on repeated searches of roadside habitat through-
out the nesting season.
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BROWN THRASHER
BREEDING RECORDS
BROWN THRASHER
NESTS OR YOUNG
• 1950 —
A 1900 — I9S0
BEFORE 1900
PAIRS OR
SINCING MALES
O 1950 —
A 1900 — 1950
,
I
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Fig. 21. — Breeding records for the brown thrasher in IHi-
nois. Singing male records are for June only.
township in Illinois, yrt ])ublishrd nesting iccoicis arc
lacking for many counties in the state ( Fis;. 21).
Nesting Habitats and Populations
'Ihe favorite habitats of the thrasher, judtjinu from
population densities, are hedgerows and other roadside
or field edge plantings, thickets, and shrub-grown areas
(Ridg%vay 1889, Gates 1911, Beecher 1942). The species
also nests in woodlands, both natural forests and those
modified by rnan (Beecher 1942). The thrasher is a
species of the forest edge and not the forest interior
( Kendeia;h 1944 and others) . Holmes ( 1950) . comparing
bird populations of three forest habitats in Piatt County,
found no thrashers in floodplain forest or upland forest,
but a density of three pairs per 100 acres in forest edge.
In southern Illinois the large block forests, even the forest
edges, are relatively little used by thrashers.
The thrasher is as closely tied to edge situations, for
example, hedgerows, as any Illinois species. The habitats
it uses most are those that are the least available (Fig. 22)
and probably most endangered. Furtheimore, the data
on residential habitat indicate that the thrasher is not
\
Table 8. — Plants used by brown thrashers as nest sites
(excluding 212 nests found in a special study of osage orange
hedgerows in central Illinois).
Percent of Total Nests
North Central South
(116 Nests) (136 Nests) (62 Nests)
Osage orange (Madura pomifera) 39
Multiflora rose (Rosa midliflora)
-\- Rosa sp 5
Red cedar (Jmiiperus virginiana) . . 1
Grape (Vilis sp.) 10
Honeysuckle (Louicera sp.) 2fshrub)
Clrabapple and apple (Malus sp. j 4
Elm (Ulmus sp.) 3
Hawthorn (Crataegus sp.) 6
Gooseberry (Ribes sp.) 6
Box-elder (Acer negundo) 3
Mulberry (Morus sp. ) 2
Lilac (Syringa vulgaris) 1
Oak (Quercus sp.) 3
Bramble I Rubus sp.J 3
Willow (•.Safe sp.) 1
River birch (Belula nigra) 1
Sassafras (Sassafras albidum)
Dogwood (Cornus sp.) 4
Wild plum (Prunus americana)
Virginia creeper ( Parthenocissus
quinquejolia) 3
Mock orange (Philadelphus sp.) . . . .
Trumpet-creeper (Campsis
radicans)
Blackhaw ( Viburnum prunifolium),
and Viburnum sp 2
Pine (Pinussp.) 2
Greenbrier (Smilax sp. j
Bittersweet (Celastrus scandens)
Spirea (Spiraea sp.J
Snowberry {Syrnphoricarpos sp. j . . . .
Hazel (Corylus americana) 1
Golden-bell (Forsythia sp.) 1
^auly-hush ( Kolkwitzia amabilis) . .
2(shrub) VMjapomca)
3
'i(alala)
Nesting Cycle
Banding data provided by Lyon (1921), Liiuolii
(1927), Bartcl (1942, 1943), and Jmica, et al. (19,W,
196(1, 1962) show that at least some of both juvenile and
:idult thrashers return to the same summer home after
I In migration, but there are no quantitative data on year-
iii-\ear lioming and sur\i\'al.
Courtship and territorial behavior by thrashers must
begin almost immediately after the birds arrive from the
wintering grounds (Fig. 20). Several authors refer to the
fact that the males arrive singing. To Ridgway (1889),
as to most listeners, the thrasher was a superior songster.
The song, sweet but loud, is often delivered from the toj)
of a tree, and characteristically has iewer repetitious notes
(usually not inore than three) than the song of the
mockingbird. Ridgway (1874), who spent many years in
Washington, D.C., felt that the thrashers of southern
Illinois sang more vigorously than those in the East. In
northeastern Illinois (Jaull (1901) noted that thrashers
begin to grow listless dining June, and the singing is much
reduced. In addition to the loud song, there is a \cv\
soft, more complex whisiier song, usually uttered while
the bird is low in a shrub or thicket, and |)robably heard
most often in the early part of the nesting season (Coffin
1915, Schafer 1916). During much of the nesting season,
and in late summer especially, an observer is more likely
to hear the loud "smack" alaim call than the song.
The nesting season, the period between the onset of
nest building and the fledging of the last young of the
year, lasts from about April 1 to August 12 in southern
Illinois, from April 15 to August 21 in the central zone,
and April 15 to August 25 in the north (Fig. 20). In
terms of what most of the thrasher ])o])ulation does, how-
ever, the nesting season is much shorter than these dates
indicate. For example, most of the egg production occurs
in April in southern Illinois, and in May in the central
and north (Fig. 2.3).
The minimum time required from the onset of nest-
building to the fledging of (three) young was 32 days for
a nest in Ford County. In this case nest construction
required 4 days, egg-laying 3 days, incubation 13 days, and
the nestling stage 12 days. One nest we obser\cd which
looked complete when it was found went 13 days before
the clutch was started. Incubation periods were nearly
always 12'/2-13 days, but one clutch in the north took 14
days. One female incubated eggs with dead embryos at
least 16 days but abandoned by the 22nd day. Young
usually fledged in 12 or 13 days, but one stayed at least
14 days.
Data on the plants used for nest sites are presented in
Table 8. Most thrasher nests are found 2-5 feet abo\e
ground in northern and central Illinois, and 3-6 feet in
the south (Fig. 24) . About 5 percent of the nests recorded
in central and northern Illinois have been ground nests,
but there are ajDparently no such records for southern
Illinois. Nearly all ground nests ha\c been near shrtibby
cover, frequently at the bases of shrubs, but Kennicott
(1853-1854) mentions finding several nests under fences
in the prairie. The height of nests in osage orange trees
in Ford County tended to \ary with the season as in the
case of the mockingbird in the south, with the early nests
being lower (April-May: 3 feet; June-July: 5 feet).
Brown thrashers lay their eggs early in the morning
(Silloway 1906) and on consecutive days. Most April-
May nests receive foiu eggs and most June-July nests
have three eggs (Table 10). Clutches of five eggs arc
decidedly tnorc common in the northern region of the
state than in the central or south (Table 11). In sonic
years large clutches arc ]5articularly prevalent, e.g., in
1933 (Blocher 1933) and 1914-1915 (Sanborn & Goelit/
1915), but the cause of this annual variation is unknown.
True two-egg clutches are apiwrcntly very rare; most
nests found w ith two eggs haxc jjrobably lost eggs one way
or another. One nest we obsened received seven eggs
from two females, in two laying sequences — a four-egg
clutch laid May 13-16 and a three-egg clutch laid May
29
Table 9.— Breeding populations of brown thrashers in various Illinois habitats.
Habitat
Fig. 23. — .\nnual
and regional variation
in egg production by
broun thrashers. Note
especially the very early
nesting cycle in southern
Illinois. Lines are inter-
rupted where data have
not been collected.
BROWN THRASHER
Annual Variation in Egg Production
CENTRAL 1959
MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY
thrashers in hedgerows or similar linear habitats, and
nesting success may be very different in other situations.
Although in general there was little difference in nest
survi\al between regions (Table 12), our observations in-
dicate that the nesting problems are actually very different
from place to place. For example, in the Ford County
population the incidence of "infertility," i.e., no embryonic
development following incubation, was 1 1 percent in eggs
from full clutches, but it was only 1 percent in our sample
of eggs in northern Illinois, and 3 percent in the southern
region sample. In another 3-5 percent of the eggs (all
regions), the embryos died before hatching. In the
samples of central and southern Illinois nests, we found
a iew nests in which the young birds perished, not from
predation but from some other cause, possibh' low tem-
peratures. Such nestlings accounted for about 3 percent
of the eggs in nests with full clutches.
Our judgment on the causes of mortality in the ic-
mainder (the majority) of nest failures is based on
circumstantial evidence. We suspect that in the northern
and central study areas, the fox squirrel (Sciurus niner) is
a significant predator on thrasher nests. We have ne\cr
Table 10.— Seasonal variation in clutch sizes of brown
thrashers in Illinois.
Months
April-May
June-July
Total Percent of Nests by Clutch Size
Nests 5 Eggs 4 Eggs 3 Eggs 2 Eggs
203
64
BROWN THRASHER
Nest Height
PERCENT OF NESTS
Fig. 24. — Percentages of brown thrasher nests at different
heights in roadside habitats in different regions of the state.
Heav7 solid line represents central, light .solid line southern, and
dotted line northern Illinois.
Kig. 25. BriHMi ihraslu-r nc?! ,iil4 in situ
pale green, speckled with reddish brown.
\sith cg.t;s, sli,i;hll) si gi?s, usually !i nr 4, arc whitish
witnessed the actual predation, but have found squirrels
in nests that were recently active. In these instances the
squirrel had placed green leaves in the nest and was using
it as a diurnal resting place. In southern Illinois, the
predator we saw at or near nests most frequently was the
black rat snake. In north-central Illinois we once saw a
fox snake (Elaphe vulpina) eating thrasher eggs. How-
ever, we have too little data on the identity and pojDula-
tions of nest predators to understand their effect. Like
mockingbirds and other species, thrashers will \igorously
attack even large snakes but without much effect. An
interesting account of such an attack is given by Nilsson
(1957).
Fall Migration
By mid-August a few thrashers appear to have com-
pleted the molt, but most are still ragged and molting.
By early September most of them are in fresh plumage.
There is wide discrepancy in the departure dates for
this species recorded in the literature, ranging from mid-
August to late November. Even in July we have noted
the .seeming disappearance of thrashers from a local pop-
ulation. We ha\e no idea where these birds go, or even,
with any certainty, that they actually go, but the obser-
vations indicate a definite change in the birds' behavior.
Most of the departure dates recorded in the literature
Table 11.
Table 12. — Fledging success of brown thrashers (computed by exposure-day method, Mayfield 1961]
sen ri-s. Thus \\ c feel that thrashere are actually w interiue;
in Illinois in greater nmiihers now than in ])rior decades.
Food Habits
Verv little information is available on the food of the
thrasher in Illinois other than that from Forbes (1879.
1880). based on his studies of specimens from northern
and central Illinois (Fig. 29). There is no infomiation on
the thrasher's food in southern Illinois, or on what they
feed their young, and it is ob\ious that we need expanded
and comparative modern-day studies in this area.
The thrasher's food habits reflect seasonal variations
in the availabilitv of foods, and a large amount of ground
forasing. Beetles in general com])rised an iin])ortant part
of the thrasher's spring diet. In Lake County. Coale
(1910) found thrashers attracted to an abundant sui)]3ly
of earthwoims at bare places on a road in .^pril. Forbes"
(1880) studies showed seeds and grain, especially corn,
to be important in the April diet. From Jime on through
the summer, fruit became more important in the diet, and
thrashers, like catbirds, were a source of irritation to
many old-time orchardists (Kinney 1868). We have seen
thrashers feeding on pokeberries in September and on
barberries i Berheris sp.) in October-November.
A number of writers have commented on the thrash-
er's behavior at bird feeders. Though shyer than the
catbird (Jacques 1927), thrashers do \isit feeding sta-
tions, and in summer bring their young. Ridgway (1918.
1923) noted the thrasher's fondness for nutmeats, includ-
ing cracked black walnuts (Juglans nigra), for her birds
at Olney. Thrashers visiting a Cook County feeder in
winter and spring ate only nutmeats and sunflower seeds
(Fisher & Fisher 1941). Thrashers are also attracted to
bird baths, esjjecially ground pools.
Longevity
The oldest Illinois thrasher on record was a bird
banded by Musselman (1958) at Quincy, July 5, 1950,
and recaptured at the same place April 27, 1958, nearly
8 years later. Hartcl ( 1967) n-i(>\ered one (if his thrashers
4 years after bantling it. Thi'iT are no data on average
longe\ity for any I Hindis pdjiulation.
BROWN THRASHER
WINTER DISTRIBUTION RECORDS
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Fig. 27. — Brown thrasher winter records in Illinois.
Fig. 28. — Variation in the
frequency of sightings of brown
thrashers on the .Audubon
Christmas counts for different
periods of years and different
regions of Illinois (annual
variation after 1959).
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